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Introduction
Networking can be scary in technical and conservative fields. Taking space
while being credible, for example. If you’re shy (as I was), I find it helps to
expose yourself to the environment that gives you problems. There is much for
you to gain from strategic networking.
My Strategic Networking Checklist will help you network and follow up with
purpose and structure, stepbystep. It is exactly what I do myself.
Try these tips for professional mingles, conference coffee breaks, interviews,
pitches.

Before
Prepare before the event
 Know what you want to get out of it. Don't waste your resources on irrelevant
events.
 Get the participant list. Research people you want to meet. (E.g. put them into
my Simple Contact Tracker).
 Use LinkedIn, Twitter, other online media to gather info and initiate
relationships before meeting in person. (indirect or direct)
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 Prepare an intro for yourself at basic and expert level, focused on what your
expertise is good for and who will benefit.
 Try to make contact with the organisers who can introduce you in advance
and on site (great competitive advantage here).
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During
Focus during the event
 Rules of thumb:
 max 3 key people during 30 min break (hence preparation)
 20 min minimum stay is ok in my book. Make sure you meet who you
need to, even 2 secs to say hi and make eye contact. That can
actually be better.
 Strengthen relationships, meet new people, get people to buy in to
your ideas.
 Aim to fascinate people. Ask questions. Exit conversation ASAP when
it wanes. Observe how the eyes and body move in relation to you and
the room.
 Weather, food, venue, mutual contacts, why you're here  all good
starting material for first couple of minutes only. Observe the eyes and
body  they will tell you.
 TWO GOALS:
#1 Find common ground (professional is very good (stem cell,
hydraulics, EU competition law, IP), personal is fantastic (golf, keep
chickens). Avoid private (illness, personal finances, divorce, children
can be sensitive in my experience).
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#2 Key problems they need help solving (so that you can help, or
help find someone who can. This makes you valuable, useful,
informative.)
 Book lunch meetings, connect with folk via LinkedIn app (much easier
facetoface than afterwards). Don't try to get a job there and then.
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After
Follow up after the event.
[NOTE: The #1 problem I see is lack of follow up, or follow up without concrete
value that does not differentiate you. Example: "If you ever need any help.."]
 Follow up within 24 hours, before memory and momentum fade.
 Send email, LinkedIn invitation, text is excellent if you can. Refer to a mutual
respected contact, the event. Build on common ground (Professionalpersonal
is best. Avoid private.)
 Focus on helping others, for example, by putting new contacts in touch with
people you think they ought to know.
24/7/30 rule of thumb for VIP contacts (24 hours, 7 days, 30 days).
[NOTE: Everything is on a case basis.]
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I hope you enjoyed this quick outline

This is meant to be quick information (a review for some of you and new for
others) and a reference point.
If anything doesn’t make sense or is confusing in any way…don’t worry!
I’ll be back soon with more great tips to answer any questions and make it
all very clear.
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